
HOSTING REQUIRMENTS AND POLICY 

The HAA is a co-op, which means that members who display at the gallery are also required to “host” or 

“host” at the gallery.  For each two-month show, an individual is expected to host a total of 14 hours – 

this can be scheduled all in one month or spread over two months and hosting can be in 7 hour or 3 ½ 

hour units.  One should make every effort to fulfill their commitment during the current exhibit 

timeframe.  However, if absolutely necessary, you can schedule make up time during the following two-

month show even if you are not displaying during that time.  BOTTOM LINE – You must fulfill all hosting 

obligations and makeup unfulfilled obligations.  There is one exception – if the gallery is closed for 

weather or other circumstances beyond your control, and you were scheduled to host during that time – 

you may consider you obligation fulfilled.   

Exceptions to the hosting obligation are made for those who are physically unable or those members 

over the age of 80.  A temporary waiver may be granted to any individual who is temporarily disabled; 

for example, recovery from medical procedure in which doctor has not cleared you to drive or 

extenuating family circumstances.  If you have a valid reason for requesting a hosting wavier, please 

contact a member of the Executive Board.  

Conflict with your scheduled hosting timeframe.  

 If you have a conflict with your scheduled hosting date, it is YOUR responsibility to find someone to 

switch dates with you.  The Hosting Calendar person cannot do this for you.  As soon as you know you 

cannot uphold your hosting commitment, get out your HAA roster and begin calling individuals to find a 

replacement.  Or go to the Sign Up Genius and see who else is hosting that month and ask if they mind 

switching time slots with you.  Can’t operate the Sign Up Genius – call the gallery and ask whoever is 

hosting to look at the posted sign up calendar and give you names of those scheduled to host.  There is 

always a way.   

Remember, there are always extenuating circumstances that prohibit an individual from hosting and/or 

from making alternate arrangements – to give an example, you are taken to the hosptial for an 

emergency surgical procedure.  Please let us know as soon as possilbe – no one is expecting you to make 

a series of phone calls from your hospital bed to find a replacement – however, this is typically the 

exception and not the rule.  Barring a true emergency, YOU must make every effort to find a 

replacement.   

WHY DO WE NEED TWO HOSTS? 

First, safety – what if someone falls down the stairs or has a heart attack while there alone?  There is 

safety in numbers.  Second, security – double check the facility is locked, money is secured, etc.  If there 

are several customers in the gallery, there is less likely to be pilfering with two members present – yes, 

as hard as it is to believe some small items have been pilfered by dishonest customers.  Third, integrity - 

no one believes that HAA members are less than honest; however, if something should disappear from 

the gallery, either money or artwork and only one person is there, when the police are called they will 

consider that individual suspect, even though they may be completely innocent.  Unjust accusation is a 

very unpleasant experience for anyone as well as for the organization.  

 



 

REPEATED NEGLIGENCE REGARDING HOSTING OBLIGATION 

For the most part, HAA members are very diligent about fulfilling their hosting requirement and over the 

years there have been some bona fide emergencies in which a member was unable to meet their 

hosting obligation.  These events are unforeseeable, understandable and fortunately, few and far 

between.    Sadly however, there have been a few incidents in which the gallery has been forced to close 

during regular hours due to negligence on the part of a member.  This poses a problem for the 

organization on many levels.  Closing the gallery for such a reason results in loss of sales, loss of 

reputation with customers, and is in direct violation of the agreement made with the Town of Bel Air 

regarding our use of the facility.  Such occurrences have prompted the Board to develop a policy 

regarding inattention to the established hosting requirement.  That is, the individual makes no effort to 

find a replacement and/or notify anyone of their inability to host.  

The first offense will be excused, but noted.  Again, a true emergency can be overlooked. 

The second offense will result in the individual’s work being removed from display until such time that 

the hosting unit (time obligated on the calendar) is fulfilled.  That is, if the individual signed up for a 3 ½ 

hour unit of time, they will need to make up 3 ½ hours.  If the individual signed up for a seven hour shift, 

they must make up the seven hours. This time may be made up during the following two-month exhibit 

timeframe.   

The third offense will result in the individual being placed on probation status for the forthcoming two-

month exhibit period AND all obligated hosting time must be fulfilled.  To illustrate, John Van Doe has 

artwork on display during the Mar/Apr exhibit and this is his third offense.  His work is removed from 

the gallery and he will not be permitted to participate in the next two-month exhibit, that is, during the 

May/Jun timeframe.  Once he has sat out one full exhibit rotation AND has made up for unfulfilled 

obligated hosting-time, he will be removed from probation status and is free to exhibit as always.  As 

long as he has made up any unfulfilled time obligations, he will be removed from probation status in 

time for the next changeover; in this example, Jul/Aug.   

 


